Members

The Academy is a society of outstanding scientists, artists and business leaders. Members of the Academy are appointed for life and join one of four Classes: Natural Sciences, Humanities, Arts and Technical Sciences. The members of the Academy frequently meet in the Palace of the Academies and discuss current developments in society from an interdisciplinary perspective. The Academy maintains ties with renowned experts who are elected as foreign members. It is not possible to apply for membership of the Academy. New members are elected after nomination by three patrons within the Academy.

### Kontakt

**Peter Adriaens**  
*Technical Sciences*  
Civil engineering, Business information technology  
Foreign Member

**Robert Bird**  
*Technical Sciences*  
Transport sciences, Chemical engineering techniques  
Foreign Member
Gerbrand Ceder
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member

Alexander D’Hooghe
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member

Adrianus de Hoop
*Technical Sciences*
Geophysics, Electrical technology
Foreign Member

Frank De Winne
*Technical Sciences*
Technical sciences, Aeronomics and space technology
Foreign Member

Yvo Desmedt
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member

Alessandro Ferrero
*Technical Sciences*
Electrical technology
Foreign Member

Dan Frangopol
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member
Janusz Kacprzyk
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member

Guo-Qiang Li
*Technical Sciences*
Civil engineering
Foreign Member

Iven Mareels
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member

László Monostori
*Technical Sciences*
Mechanical engineering
Foreign Member

Jean-Marie Noterdaeme
*Technical Sciences*
Energy technology
Foreign Member

Jan Rabaey
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member

Wim Sweldens
*Technical Sciences*
Computing technologies
Foreign Member
Fred van Houten
*Technical Sciences*
Industrial design, Mechanical engineering
Foreign Member

Jan Van Mieghem
*Technical Sciences*
Economics, Business administration
Foreign Member

Luk Van Wassenhove
*Technical Sciences*
Business administration
Foreign Member

Sophie Vandebroek
*Technical Sciences*
Foreign Member

---

**About the Academy**

The KVAB wishes to enter the societal debate on scientific and artistic topics.
Read more about the KVAB ([/en/about-us](https://www.kvab.be/en/about-us))
Contact

Palace of the Academies

Rue Ducale 1 - 1000 Brussels

T: +32 (0)2 550 23 23
Email: info@kvab.be (mailto:info@kvab.be)

Position Papers (/en/position-papers)
Thinkers' Programme (/en/thinkers-programme)
Energy Reflection Group (/en/energy-reflection-group)
VCWI (/en/vcwi)
Newsletter (/en/newsletter)

With support from
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RICHTING MORGEN